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 Introduction:  

     Paper is discussed by minerals from fluid-bearing quenched rocks related to life [1-2]. 

 

Dynamic and active systems of Earth and life: 

       Natural crystalline minerals and life system with three material states are expressed by 

multiple five factors through these continuous changes as follows: 
       F (Mineral, Life) = f (chemistry) + f(physics)+ f (time) +  f (location) + f (geo-biology)....(1) 

 

Present information against these old activities: 

      Life and mineral are final products of present active systems on water-Earth shown as the 

equation (1), where continuity of life and minerals is based on these replacements [1-3]. 

 

Quenched quasi-life rocks changed to minerals:  

      The primordial rocks and life-like materials with much mixed volatiles are changed to 

clear crystalline minerals and fossils with volatile atomic sites at water-planet Earth [1-3]. 

 

Evidences of waterless rock interior to form fluid-water by heating experiment: 

      The primordial meteorites without water have produced vapor molecules after heating 

experiment. Volatile ions of bio-minerals (phosphates and carbonates) obtained the IMA-

EPMA analyses are existed in the interiors of meteorites (without water molecules) [1-3].   

 

Life remnants of fossil grown to minerals:  

       Earth’s limestone and life are produced carbon-bearing nano-grains after the laser  runs 

and the historical nuclear explosions, which are developed to crystals or fossils[1-3]. 

      

Summary:  

        Life and mineral show multiple information with three phase states shown in the equation (1). 

Primordial meteorites with volatile's ion are quenched nano-grains grown to macroscopic bio-

minerals. The experiments indicate i) waterless interior before heating process, and ii) quenched 

carbon-bearing nano-grains to be developed for micro-fossil stones or macro limestone minerals. 
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